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"Without a formal referral,

a supervisor is unable to play

a role in the unique process

that a supervisory referral

to an EAP sets in motion."

Tamara Cagney
"Supervisory Training:

The Policy-Practice Gap"
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Front Desk

We're Only Human
by Mav~i~ Has^tley, LEAP

ne of the most popular U.S.
television shows in recent
years has been "The Appren-

tice," which features people from all
walks of life performing difficult job
assignments in hopes of earning a posi-
tion with Donald Trump's real estate
investment firm. Each week, millions
of viewers tune in not only to watch the
contestants use their intelligence, street
smarts, and chutzpah to outdo each
other, but also to hear "the Donald"
utter the words every worker dreads—
"You're fired!"

The show plays on Mr. Trump's rep-
utation as a demanding and mercurial
executive, and certainly many viewers
take satisfaction in watching him termi-
nate someone who isn't performing as
well as everyone else. But the truth is
that his behavior is the exception among
leaders, not the rule.

Leaders at all levels—from execu-
lives to front-line managers—are people,
and most people avoid confrontation. In
the workplace, supervisors tend to avoid
addressing performance problems until
the consequences of continuing to toler-
ate them outweigh the benefits. Many
supervisors also worry that confronting
an underperforming worker may reflect
poorly on their managerial skills and
hurt their chances for promotion.

But even supervisors who address
performance problems early are unlikely
to mention the EAP as a resource. They
may see an EAP referral as a form of
punishment, or they may have already
decided that the problem worker is not
worth keeping and thus undeserving of
any opportunity for improvement.

Training supervisors to use EAP
services is absolutely critical to our

industry's success. Unless we overcome

what I call the "human side" of person-

nel supervision, we will never reach our
full potential in the workplace in terms
of utilization, cost savings, or any other
performance measure.

How can we respond to this chal-
lenge? We must position EAPs as a
human resources best practice—as a
service that leading managers use to
ensure their own success and that of
their workers. We must promote EAPs
in such a way that supervisors will see
referrals as evidence of caring and pro-
fessionalism, not punitive discipline.

These strategies are all the more
necessary as employers race to adapt to
the pressures of a global economy. More
managers are finding themselves super-
vising larger numbers of workers and/or
workers in dispersed locations. They no
longer have the luxury of holding regu-
lar face-to-face meetings with employees
and closely monitoring each worker's
performance. Training them to consider
the EAP as a resource at the first sign of
trouble can make their jobs much easier.

This issue of the Journal looks at the
"gap" between the need to train supervi-
sors about EAPs and the many reasons
why it doesn't happen. One article
describes an attempt to "normalize" EAP
training by creating atwo-year certifica-
tion program, while another discusses
the many opportunities available
through technology to provide training
materials that employers will use. There's
also an overview of so-called "mandato-
ry" referrals and the role they play in the
employer-employee-EAP relationship.

In addition to supervisory training,
three other topics of importance to the
workplace also receive attention in this
issue—the impact of divorce on workers'
performance and what employers can do
to minimize it; the stress of responding
to disasters that affect work organiza-
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Maria Hartley

lions and how EA professionals can
reduce it; and the problems caused by
supervisors who confuse employees with
conflicting messages and how workers
can address them.

The various topics addressed by
these articles reflect the daily challenges
we and our clients face as we seek to be
successful in the fast-paced, ever-chang-
ing global economy. EA professionals
must be knowledgeable about these
challenges and flexible enough to
address them—and help employers and
employees do the same. In the high-tech
world of work, our best strategy is to
lead with our strength—our expertise
in human nature. ■
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I<im returns from maternity leave.

The nanny now wants a singing career.

WORKPLACE OPTIONS

www.worl<placeoptions.com

Can her EAP offer an Advantage?

With WPO's Advantage Work-Life Benefits, Yes!

Reasons for referrals vary, but one thing is for
sure. When you offerAdvantage products to your
clients, you become more than just a resource
and referral agency—you become the expert.
You're able to address ever-changing workplace
challenges with award-winning services. And
with Workplace Options, you'll stay on top of
work-life trends with leading-edge training,
seminars and periodic newsletters.

Go ahead. Be the expert. Call Marcia Orange or
Laurel Peterson at 866-792-3610 to find out more.

4020 Capital Boulevard., Suite 100, Raleigh, NC 27604
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A Scare Tactic

n regard to "The Evolution of
Psychological First Aid" (2nd quar-
ter 2006) by Bob UandePol, Lyle

Labardee, and Richard Gist, I was greatly
bothered by the use of inference and
innuendo to tell EA professionals that
our training is outdated and maybe
harmful and that we should subscribe to
their version of "evidence-based prac-
tice." Let's look at the evidence on which
they base their criticisms.

The authors assert that some "wide-
ly practiced and promoted approaches—
most specifically debriefing [which they
do not define] and related techniques—
have proven, in a growing range of con-
trolled studies, to be ineffective ... and a
few well controlled studies have reported
adverse outcomes." The problem with
that statement is that it simply is not
true. Let's check their assertions against
their references.

Rose et. al. (2002, not 2004 as
cited*) evaluated "studies" where the
intervention "consisted of a single ses-
sion only," which is not recommended
in any model I'm aware of, and that
"involved some form of emotional pro-
cessing~ventilation," which is a rather ill-
defined term. The "studies" themselves
didn't define the term "debriefing," so it
isn't clear what was being studied, and
the "methodological quality" was "vari-
able." In short, Rose and his co-authors
drew conclusions from studies whose
methodology is suspect about a practice
that wasn't defined and that was used in
away that isn't recommended. Are we
really to consider this credible and reli-
able, let alone a "well-controlled" study?

Similarly, the meta-analysis by van
Emmerick et al. (2002) looked at "stud-
ies" of "single session debriefings" specif-
ically using the term "CISD," a direct ref-

erence to the model espoused by the
International Critical Incident Stress
Foundation. Yet, as van Eminerick notes,
"CISD was never designed to be a stand-
alone intervention, but rather part of a
broader, multicomponent CISM-type
intervention that included. training in
being prepared for a crisis, follow-up,
and referral. The efficacy of this type of
intervention was not the subject of our
meta-analysis ...". In fact, van Emmerick
selected, among others, Bison's horrible
"study" where he went into a hospital to
conduct single-session "debriefings" with
burn victims who were still in pain and
undergoing treatment. Try getting that
study design through the Human
Subjects Committee of any university!

The authors warn us not to practice
what we're not trained adequately to do
(a valid warning, try to debunk our
"familiar training" via bad research, and
recommend we leave crisis work to "spe-
cialty partners" who have "conversance
and capabilities that fall increasingly out-

continued on page 6

WHEN YOU SEND
A CLIENT TO HAZFLDEN,
YOU BOTH GET THE

ATTENTION YOU DESERVE.

OO 2006 Hazelden Foundation
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continued from page 4

side of the training most. EA profession-
als bring to their positions." The "famil-
iar training" that is the target of their
attacks appears to be the "broader, multi-
component CISIVI-type intervention[s]"
that were explicitly not studied by the
sources they cite.

Is there a need for research?
Absolutely. BuC what we need is quality
research. The authors' statement that we
should not "... cling to the familiar ...
risking] standing static while advancing
information and expectations lead our
clients to look elsewhere for new
approaches ..." is not evidence-based;
rather, it's a scare tactic. I know what
I have seen work time and again when
it's done right.

David L. Swihart, M.C., LPC
Employee Assistance Coordinator
University of Arizona Life and Work

Connections
Tucson, Arizona
(S20) 621-2493
dswihart@email. arizona. edu

There are 0 results out of 4,320 records
for ̀ Brief Psychological lnterventions for

Trauma-rel~te~l Symp~oins end
Prevention of Post Traumatic SCress
Disorder" in title, abstract, or keywords
in 2004 in The Cochrane Database of

Systematic Reviews on The Cochrane
Library Website. If the article., as cited by

VandePol, Labardee, and Gist, is to be
found elsewhere, please let me know
where I can find it. The citation I used is
as follows:
Rose, S., J. Bisson, R. Churchill, and S.

Wessely. 2002. Psychological debriefing
for preventing post traumatic stress dis-
order (PTSD). The Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews 2002, Issue 2. Art.
No.: CD000560. DOI:
10.1002/14651858.CD000560

ENCOURAGEMENT AND GUIDANCE

would like to clarify my use of the
term "counseling" in an article I

wrote titled "Employer Initiatives

to Stop Smoking," which appeared in

the 2nd quarter 2006 issue. In the arti-

cle, Iindicated that counseling, either

face-to-face or telephonic, is a critical

component of a successful workplace-

based tobacco cessation program.

I used the term "counseling" in the

sense of providing encouragement and

guidance, assisting with problem-soly-

ing, developing a personal quit strategy,

and offering. similar types of support. I

was not referring to ."telephonic counsel-

ing" in the sense of conducting psy-

chotherapy, which brings with it other

connotations (for example, providing

services to a client who is in another

state when the provider is not licensed in

the client's state of residence). I used the

term in the more common sense, as is
.frequently done to signify the act of pro-

viding guidance and consultation.

Mary Hill, LCSW, CEAP

Regional Health S7 Performance

Solutions Manager

ValueOptions

Coppell, Texas

Mary. Hill@valueop tions. com
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Coping with Stress during Disaster Response
Anecdotal evidence from EA professionals who helped victims of Hurricane

Katrina suggests that paying more attention to job satisfaction may help reduce
the impact of burnout and stress.

hen a natural disaster
strikes, organizations look
to their employee assis-

tance program (EAP) for guidance.
During these times, EAPs are asked to
do everything from provide critical inci-
dent stress debriefings (CISDs) to help
manage the technological infrastructure
for locating employees and deploying
basic necessities.

Because of the urgency inherent
in disaster response, this type of work
inspires employee assistance (EA) pro-
fessionals to go the extra mile to fulfill
their professional mission of making a
genuine, tangible difference in the lives
of other human beings. Moments like
these are the reason many EA profes-
sionals entered the profession, and they
willingly apply their skills to meet the
overwhelming needs of client organiza-
tions and their constituents.

Disaster response work, however,
can have a tremendous impact on
responders as well as victims. EA profes-
sionals share stories of experiencing dif-
ficulty sleeping and visualizing troubling
events described to them by survivors of
natural disasters. Furthermore, the liter-
ature is replete with warnings about the
dangers of stress, burnout, and compas-
sion fatigue for service workers.

While these outcomes are damaging
to the health and well-being of EA pro-
fessionals, they can also prove detrimen-
tal to the quality of care provided to
clients and can have a negative impact

David Eidt is a management consultant with
Ceridian EAP and Worklife Services. He is com-
pleting his Ph.D. in industrial and organizational
psychology with Capella. University. He can be
reached at davideldtC?hotmail.com,

on the confidence that work organiza-
tions have in our profession. Conse-
quently, it is vital for every EA profes-
sional to be aware of the potential
emotional impact of disaster response
and the skills and tools that can help
us manage these stressors.

FINDINGS FROM DISCUSSION GROUPS

After the 2005 hurricane season ended,
I was curious about the types of stress
experienced by EA professionals who
had responded to these disasters and the
effectiveness of the coping skills they
had used co minimize the stress. I organ-
ized small, informal discussion groups of
EA professionals who had provided tele-
phonic assistance to victims of Hurricane
Katrina. I gathered anecdotal informa-
tion from them about the stressors and
coping skills and compared it with data
from the literature. I am presenting it
here in an effort to start a professional
dialogue about how to provide the best
service to our clients by first providing
the best care for ourselves.

Stressors. The EA professionals in
the discussion groups reported several
different stressors that accompanied their
response to Hurricane Katrina. Some of
the stressors seemed to emanate from
the unique challenges presented by the
sheer scope of the devastation caused by
Hurricane Katrina; others seemed related
to the well-documented concepts of role
stressors and secondary traumatic stress.

The response to Hurricane Katrina
was unique because the storm over-
whelmed traditional community
resources and destroyed telephone sys-
tems. Consequently, clients would wait
in line for hours to use a working tele-
phone to call their EAP for help, only to

learn they had already contacted the
resources being recommended to them
and had not received any help. This
caused clients to feel frustrated and dis-
appointed and was very disheartening to
the responding EA professionals. Many
discussion group participants reported
feeling powerless following these interac-
tions with clients.

As would be expected, some stres-
sors seemed related to secondary trau-
matic stress. Group participants reported
experiencing troubling visualizations of
the events described to them. For those
who had responded to other large-scale
crises, Katrina triggered some flashback-
like memories of previous response
efforts, prompting comparisons between
the various events. Many EA profession-
als reported that the combination of
media coverage of the event and the
day-to-day interaction with the survivors
was emotionally exhausting.

The concept of secondary traumatic
stress is fairly well-documented in the
literature. One can find many studies
under the headings secondary traumatic
stress, compassion fatigue, and vicarious
traumatization. Bell (2003) argues that
these studies examine the same thing:
the impact of working with trauma sur-
vivors. Figley (1999) defines this phe-
nomenon as natural behaviors and emo-
tions resulting from knowledge of a trau-
matic incident experienced by a signifi-
cant other. For simplicity's sake, the term
secondary traumatic stress (STS) will be
used in this discussion.

STS has been connected with many
serious symptoms. Trippany, White
Kress, and Wilcoxon (2004) attribute
changes in the cognitive schemas of a
counselor's ideneity, memory system, and

www.eap-assoclation.org 3rtl Quarter 2006 •Journal of Employee Assistance • 7



belief system to STS. They also argue
that physical symptoms, emotional
symptoms, behavioral symptoms, worle-
related issues, interpersonal issues, and
decreased concern for clients are con-
necced to STS. Sexton (1999) argues that
STS contributes to a decreased quality of
work, increased turnover, and difficulty
maintaining appropriate professional
boundaries. Clearly, STS can have an
extremely detrimental impact on EA pro-
fessionals and the work they perform.

Another stressor experienced by the
discussion group participants was role
ambiguity. In fact, role questions seemed
to be a focus of the discussions. Group
members reported asking themselves
repeatedly, "What is my role with this
client?" Often these questions precipitat-
ed, or occurred in conjunction with,
feelings of inadequacy. The discussion
group participants said that some dis-
agreements arose with colleagues around
the role EA professionals should play in
a disaster response effort.

These concerns suggest that role
ambiguity was a significant stressor dur-
ing the disaster response efforts for these
professionals. Role ambiguity is defined
as a lack of clarity about performance
expectations (Candy and Conte 2004).
While this may seem relatively innocu-
ous, role ambiguity can have a deleteri-
ous effect on EA professionals.

For example, Kirk-Brown and
Wallace (2004) found that role ambigui-
ty contributes significantly to burnout in
EA professionals. Tubre and Collins
(2000) found that role ambiguity has a
negative relationship with job perform-
ance. Helping EA professionals under-
stand what is e~:pected of them when
responding to a disaster would seem to
be essential to their well-being and the
quality of care they provide to clients.

Coping skills. The satisfaction that
results from believing you have helped
another person may significantly reduce
the impact of burnout and STS. For
example, Kraus (2005) found that com-
passon satisfaction may playa moderat-
ing role in reducing the risk of burnout.
Collins and Long (2003) found similar
results suggesting that compassion satis-
faction may be a protective factor against

both burnout and STS. Thus, compas-
sion satisfaction seems to be an impor-
tant strategy inxeducing [he risk of

burnout and STS.
Discussion group members also

identified satisfaction as helpful in man-
aging the stress of disaster response
work. They reported that an increased
sense of teamwork and frequent expres-
sions of appreciation from their supervi-
sors helped them feel more satisfied with
the work they were doing. This helped
them better manage the stressors they
encountered.

Should a sense of

satisfaction be the

primary goal of

stress-prevention

programs instead of

focusing primarily

on coping skills?

The benefits of self-care as a coping
strategy have also been documented in
the literature. In one comprehensive
study, Steffy, Jones, and Noe (1990) fol-
lowed 3,337 employees from 58 organi-
zations across three industries and found
that health habits and lifestyle have a
direct impact on reducing symptoms
related to stress. Discussion group mem-
bers provided anecdotal support to the
literature by reporting that healthy
behaviors and habits such as getting ade-
quate rest, obtaining proper nutrition,
and following an exercise routine helped
them cope with the stress of responding
to Hurricane Katrina.

Social support has also been shown
to correlate with a reduced risk of

burnout. For instance, Oktay (1992)

found work-related support groups to
be a significant negative predictor of

burnout for hospital social workers.

Discussion group members also reported
that support from colleagues, family, and
friends helped them cope with the stres-
sors associated with responding to
Hurricane Katrina.

In fact, when discussion group
members were asked what coping strate-
gies were helpful to them, most identi-
fied an equal number of social support
and self-care strategies. However, when
asked what coping strategies they would
recommend for colleagues, they identi-
fied many more self-care strategies than
social support strategies, and social
support usually was added as a final
addendum to their list. In addition,
some participants reported feeling
surprised by their increased need for
social support at some point during
the disaster response effort.

This could represent an incredible
missed opportunity. For instance, Um
and Harrison (1998) found chat individ-
ual coping skills provide little benefit in
moderating the effects of burnout on
clinical social workers, but they found
significant benefit in social support
strategies. Given this information, it
might be wise for EA professionals to
place more emphasis on social support
as a coping strategy.

While much of the information ,
about self-care and social support exam-
ines their benefits as a primary coping
strategy, some data suggest they play a
more secondary role. For example, Kraus
(2005) found that self-care increases
compassion satisfaction and that com-
passion satisfaction plays a moderating
role in reducing the risk of burnout.
Collins and Long (2003), meanwhile,
found that many social support strategies
increase compassion satisfaction and that
compassion satisfaction may be a protec-
tive factor against both burnout and STS.
Given these study findings, perhaps
more attention should be given to com-
passion satisfaction as a primary coping
strategy, while other self-care and social
support strategies should be used in sup-
porting roles.

CONCRETE DIRECTION
All in all, the discussion groups provided
some interesting anecdotal information
about how EA professionals responded

8 •Journal of Employee Assistance • 3rtl Quarter 2006 www.eap-association.org



to Hurricane Katrina and the accompa-
nying stressors they experienced and
coping strategies they utilized. This

information now needs to be verified by
formal research into the most effective
coping skills for EA professionals

responding to a large-scale disaster.

The resulting data would provide
some concrete direction for reducing the
deleterious effects of stress, burnout, and

STS on EA workers. It would not only

improve the health and wellness of EA

professionals, but would also improve

the quality of their services. Providing

better services would enhance the value

that EAPs bring to an organization and

increase employers' confidence in, and
respect for, our profession.

While the discussion groups and lit-

erature review were initiated to obtain

some insight into stress and coping, the

results suggest that examining how one

fulfills his or her mission may be a better

line of inquiry to explore. Does a feeling
of being frustrated in trying to accom-
plish amission contribute more to stress,

burnout, and STS than an unsatisfactory

outcome? Should a sense of satisfaction

be the primary goal of stress-prevention

programs instead of focusing primarily

on coping skills?

Given the current data, EA profes-
sionals may want to give increased con-

sideration to the importance of job satis-
faction, It is possible that the satisfaction

resulting from fulfilling the professional's

sense of mission may provide a signifi-

cant buffer to stress, burnout, and STS.

EA professionals may want to concen-

trate their efforts on finding fulfillment

and satisfaction from their work when

stressors increase, rather than rely on

using coping skills.

EA professionals may also want to
consider increasing their opportunities

for social support. This might mean

scheduling more time for consultation,

starting awork-related support group,

spending more time talking with col-

leagues, or use working lunches to maxi-

mize the benefits of social support.

Ultimately, addressing the effects of

stress, burnout, and STS is the responsi-

bility of every EA professional. Devel-

oping coping skills to combat these

www. eap-association. org

conditions helps protect. the health and
well-being of the EA professional and his
or her clients. It also helps the profession

continue to provide the essential, caring
services upon which so many work

organizations depend. ■
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Putting It In Writing
Writing memos that clarify an employee's understanding of a manager's words or
actions can help reduce confusion and improve workers' morale and productivity.

orkplace productivity, lia-
bility, and morale depend
to a considerable extent on

how effectively people communicate
about what will be done, how it will be
done, and who will do it. Many (if not
most) workplace problems involve some
type of faulty communication about
these objectives. Resolving such prob-
lems rests on three assumptions: (1)
each person is accountable for what
he/she says and does; (2) a troubling or
confusing message always has greater
impact when the force of authority is
behind it; and (3) the written word
takes precedence over the spoken word.

A common type of faulty communi-
cation faced by many employees (but
rarely handled satisfactorily) is the
dilemma of conflicting messages from
managers or supervisors. That is, on
some occasions the boss says or does
things that convey one message about
what's expected of the employee, and on
other occasions the boss says or does
things that convey a contradictory mes-
sage. This practice provokes in employ-
ees an uneasy feeling that "there's just no
pleasing" this person—a feeling that no
matter what one does, it's wrong.

A person who sends such messages

Jack Boghosian is a
licensed clinical psycholo-
gistpracticing in Southern
California. His new Book,
Practical Solutions for
Job Stress (AuthorHouse,
2005), Is based on an
intensive treatment
program he has run

since 1995 that has helped more than 1,500
individuals with work stress. In addition to his
clinical practice, he works as an organizational
consultant.

without being held accountable for them
is like someone walking in the sun and
pretending not to cast a shadow Super-
visors and managers who change their
(unwritten) policies or procedures as
they go may call it "flexibility," but it's
really inconsistency. Often, it's an
attempt to avoid making a difficult
choice on some matter and instead
trying to "have it both ways."

Changing plans based on conven-
ience creates liabilities for everyone. It
sows confusion and leads to lost time,
lost money, and unbearable frustration.
To add insult to injury, the person who
causes the confusion often doesn't

acknowledge the resulting dilemma.

ASKING FOR CLARIFICATION
Workers who face conflicting messages
can start doubting their own compe-
tence and intelligence. But the problem
lies in the messages being conveyed,
not the employee's intelligence. No one
understands nonsense, and trying to
make sense of nonsense always creates
a great deal of stress.

There's a way to handle this dilem-
ma without accusing or blaming anyone
It involves using documentation to sim-
ply state a few facts and ask for help in
understanding them.

The manager's spoken words and
behaviors are "facts," since they are

verifiable events. The messages the

employee derives from such words and

behaviors are also "facts," since only the

employee can say how he/she interpret-

ed them. A brief memo can present the

boss's statements and/or actions and the

incompatible messages the employed

received from them.

This is not some kind of adversarial
attempt at "entrapment." The employee
is simply stating that he/she is confused
and asking for clarification about what
message the boss meant to send.

It's important that such a memo—
and any response to it—be put in writ-
ing. And to prevent being left at a disad-
vantage if there is no response, the
employee can conclude the memo by
letting the boss know which message
he/she plans to follow until or unless
directed otherwise.

Following are examples of situations
where this approach can be used:

Situation 1
While performing an assigned, routine
troubleshooting task, Tom discovers a
related problem and fames it. His supervi~
sor, Melanie, tells him he "overstepped"
his assignment. The next time, Tom does
only as he is specifically directed, and
Melanie tells him he's "not being thor-
ough enough."

On the following occasion, Tom
asks Melanie what approach she'll want
him to take, and she replies, "Don't you
know how to do your job? Why did we
hire you?" Tom could send Melanie this
memo:

At times I get the message from you
that I should do nothing beyond my spectfic
assignment, but at other times I get the
message that I should do whatever it tahes
to be thorough. I'm confused. Until you
notify me in writing which one you mean,
I'll follow the first one.

Situation 2
Hilda, a pharmacist, has a store manager,
Tammy, whose customer satisfaction
goals can only be met by filling prescrip-
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lions in ways that bend or break state

regulations. Whenever Hilda mentions
this, Tammy voices suppore—and in her

next breath emphasizes fast, convenient

customer service.

Hilda must address these messages
to both follow and disregard the rules.

Sending the following memo can save

her a lot of worry and self-doubt:

This is to confirm that whenever

convenience and regulations are at odds,

I'll follow the regulations. Please notify me

in writing of any concerns about this.

Situation 3

Ken's manager, George, tells him that

when he's absent, Ken is in charge. But

whenever George returns after being

away, he criticizes the decisions Ken

made or c{uestions him at length about

them. A memo from Ken to George

might read as follows:

When you told me I'm in charge of

things while you're away, I got that message,

but your criticisms of decisions I mahe in

your absence give me the message that I'm

not in charge. I'm confused. I'll resume this

responsibility as soon as you clarify this for

me in wriCing.

(In a variation of this situation, the

problematic behavior of George might be

that he repeatedly—and disruptively—

checks on Ken by phone.)

Situation 4

Rita struggles wiCh confusing messages

about who's in charge. She often finds

that her subordinates have complained

to her manager, Neil, about a decision

she has made, whereupon Neil will

reverse the decision. Having her authori-

ty undermined exasperates Rita and also

reduces her effectiveness, both by neces-

sitating stressful, last-minute changes

and by leaving her wondering if her next

decision will be overruled.

Instead of feeling paralyzed by

doubt and confusion, she could send

Neil a memo like this:

I fully acknowledge your authority to

override my decisions without notice. When

you do so, I'll assume you'll take care of any

resulting conflicts or problems. If this is not

acceptable, please let me know in writing.

RECOGNIZING AN OPPORTUNITY

l~clow are more examples ul~ memos to

bosses. Each one identifies specific state-

ments or actions and the incompatible

messages they conveyed. The sender's

dilemma is presented in a way that

explains the confusion and makes the

need for clarification obvious.

When you talk to me privately about

a problem you're having, I get the message

that you want my help. But when you

criticize or ignore my suggestions, I get the

message that you don't want my help. I'm

confused. Before I offer you any more sug-

gestions, I needyou to clar fy this for me.

When you announced your "open-

door" policy, I got the message that I can

come to your office when I need help.

However, when I came yesterday and you

rolled your eyes, sighed, and Cossed your

pen down, I got the message that I should

not come to you. I'm confused. Until you

clar fy this forme, I'll follow the message

I got at your door.

Every time I've been ached to train

someone for the job of field inspector, I've

gotten the message that I'm qual fied for

that position. But when I've applied for the

position myself, I've been turned down, giv-

ing me the message that I'm not qualified

for iC. I'm confused. Before I'm ached to

train anyone else, I need this clarified in

writing.

Each time I've compiled the system

report the way I recalled you Gelling me to

do it, you've later told me that you wanted

it done a d~erent way. I'm confused. As far

as I can see, this problem will continue

unless you communicate your expectations

in writing. I'll be glad to continue doing this

job as soon as you inform me in writing how

you want it done.

Though each of these memos is

simply an attempt to solve problems

cooperatively and improve communica-

tion, aboss who mistakes such a memo

for criticism might say, "Well, no

one else has a problem with this." The

employee can reply, "I don't know about

anyone else. I'm saying I'm confused.

Can you help me?"

A defensive boss, meanwhile, might

label an employee who sends such a

memo a "complainer," a "troublemaker,"

or "insubordinate." The employee can

reply, "Actually, I'm trying to clarify

things so I can. do my job. Can you

help me out?"

Even a boss who resorts to making

a veiled threat, such as, "Maybe you just

can't handle this job," can be answered

respectfully. "Actually, what I can't han-

dle is this confusion, but I think we can

clear it up," would be an appropriate

response.

In general, an employee can justify

any request to put something in writing

by stating that it's needed for the sake of

clear communication and to avoid con-

fusion or misunderstanding. Using this

justification demonstrates that you want

to improve matters and recognize an

opportunity to do so (whereas people

who tend to avoid accountability usually

mistake it for a threat). Reducing confu-

sion is the ultimate "good cause," and

putting things in writing is a highly use-

ful tool for accomplishing that goal. ■
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Marriage Education in the Workplace
Both marriage and work are based on relationships, and improving workers' skills

in nurturing personal relationships can pay huge dividends in the workplace.

illions of Americans experi-
ence marital distress, con-
flict, and divorce, and

researchers are accumulating data show-
ing that this marital discord and the
resulting family fragmentation are asso-
ciated with a broad spectrum of risks for
adults and children. These risks include,
but are not limited to, problems with
mental health and individual adjust-
ment, child behavior, physical health,
and economic success and stability
(Coie et al. 1993; Doherty et al. 2002;
Forthofer et al. 1996; Halford and
Bouma 1997; Markman 2004).

Howard Markman is a professor of psychology of
the University of Denver and a leading researcher
in the prediction and prevention of marital dis-
tress and divorce 2nd in research-based mar-
riage education programs. He is co-founder of
PREP (Prevention and Relationship Enhancement
Program) and Love Your Relationship and has co-
authored 135 articles and several books, includ-
ing We Can Work It Out; 12 Hours to a Great
Marriage and the best seller, Fighting For Your
Marriage. He can be reached at
hmarkman~du. edu.

Jack Myrick is director of community events for
the Oklahoma Marriage Initiative. He is a trained
marriage educator and works with communities
and groups to provide relationship training in a
variety of venues, He has authored two books,
The Shipbuilder and The Merchant, business
parables that help individuals improve work
relationships and achieve greater success in
the process. He can be reached at
jackmyrickC~3publicstrategies. corn.

Marcie Pregulman is president of Love Your
Relationship, a company that offers weekend
retreats as well as workshops and seminars
designed to help relationships succeed (see
loveyourrelationship.com). She has been active
on community boards in both Chattanooga
(Tenn.) and Denver and in development for
organizations such as the Chattanooga Children's
Museum and the Challenger Center at the
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. She can
be reached at marcieQloveyourrelationship.corn.
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The links between marital function-
ing and a wide range of outcomes have
led to a recognition that marriage has
important public health consequences.
As a result, policy makers have become
much more determined in recent years
to implement public sector programs
that can help couples—especially high-
risk couples—achieve their marital
aspirations (for examples of trends
and issues, see Markman, Stanley, and
Kline 2003).

For the past 25 years, the authors
have focused some of their research
efforts on the development, evaluation,
and dissemination of the Prevention and
Relationship Enhancement Program
(PREP), supported in part by grants
From the National Institutes of Health.
We are delighted that a lot of attention
is now being paid on federal and state
levels to implementing marriage educa-
tion programs, in which couples are
taught skills and principles that research
shows underlie healthy marriages.

In part, such efforts have accelerated
because of evidence from ongoing NIH-
funded research (Markman et al. 2003)
that couples can learn these skills and
principles, that these skills can be taught
in a variety of settings by a variety of
service providers (e.g., counselors, clergy,
community leaders), and that couples
who learn these skills can maintain them
over time and may enjoy increased rela-
tionship stability. Thanks partly to this
research, $150 million is being allocated
each year for the next five years by the
federal government to help low-income
couples and individuals who desire to
have healthy, happy marriages partici-

pate in a research-based marriage educa-

tion program.

In this article, we propose that mar-
riage education programs can and
should be incorporated into the work-
place, using examples from two pro-
grams based on PREP: Love Your
Relationship and Win at Work without
losing at home (WIN). Love Your
Relationship is a program for couples

When workers are

concerned about

conflicts at home,

they are more likely

to have accident

at work.

offered as a weekend retreat or a one-day
workshop, while WIN is a program for
employers and employees and is pre-
sented in the workplace.

Although Love Your Relationship is
not workplace-based, partners who par-
ticipate in the program should not only
have better marriages at home but also
be able to apply the skills they learn to
their work and become more produc-
tive, suffer fewer accidents, and use
employee assistance program (EAP) serv-
ices at lower rates. The reverse is true for
WIN: married workers (or workers in
committed relationships) should not
only be more productive, suffer fewer
accidents, and use EAP services at lower
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rates, they should also be able to apply
the skills they learn to produce happier
marriages and relationships at home.

EMPIRICAL FOUNDATIONS

One strength of the PREP/I.ove Your
Relationship/WIN programs is that they
teach individuals and couples the skills
to handle difficult situations without
engaging in destructive, negative interac-
tions. This focus is based on the fact that
negative interactions (such as escalation,
criticism, invalidation, and demand-
withdraw) have been empirically docu-
mented as generic risk factors for both
marital and mental distress (Coie et al.
1993; Markman et al. 2003).

Some of the earliest work on this
issue served as a foundation of PREP, as
Markman (1981) demonstrated in a lon-
gitudinal study which showed that
destructive communication patterns pre-
dicted the development of marital dis-
tress and divorce. Based on this research,
Markman and his colleagues developed
PREP (see Markman 2004 for a review)
to focus on—
• Improving communication and con-

flict management skills (e.g., using
the speaker-listener tool to learn how
to talk without fighting about impor-
tant issues and incorporating ground
rules at home and work to regulate
negative emotions and conflict); and

• Maintaining key aspects of marital
satisfaction and stability (such as
strengthening positive connections
by protecting, enhancing, and restor-
ing fun, friendship, and romance).

Studies show that negative patterns
of interaction strongly differentiate
happy from unhappy couples and dis-
criminate among couples who will go
on to experience chronic distress, a
breakup, or divorce (e.g., Clements,
Stanley, and Markman 2004; Markman
and Hahlweg 1993). Other studies also
associate negative interaction with a vari-
ety of unwanted outcomes for children,
including mental health risks, decre-
ments in school performance, and act-
ing-out behavior`(e.g., Cummings and
Davies 1994) and with mental health
problems for adults including depression
and arixiety (e.g., Halford and Bouma

1997) as well as problems at work
(Forthoffer et al. 1996).

In addition to these studies, some
research has focused on the extent to
which couples protect and preserve the
positive side of their relationships, such
as fun, friendship, commitment, and for-
giveness (Pasch and Bradbury 1998;
Stanley 2002). These studies have shown
a positive association with individual
and relationship outcomes and hence are
also a primary focus of PREP, Love Your
Relationship, and WIN.

Reducing negative interactions and
emphasizing positive factors are linlcec~
to what researchers increasingly see as a
foundation of healthy marriages and
family relationships: safety (Markman,
Kline, and Stanley 2003). There are two
essential components of safety in this
theoretical system:

Feeling emotionally safe in day-to-day
interactions (possessing the skills to
negotiate problem areas, build posi-
tive connections with friends and
family, and ensure freedom from
aggression); and
Feeling secure about having a future
together (possessing confidence in
and commitment to relationships).

These two components of safety are
related to one another in that the ability
to handle everyday disagreements helps
build a sense of confidence that one's
marriage will last over time. In the pre-
marital and early marital stages of a rela-
tionship, acouple's sense of safety is typ-
ically very strong—most couples predict
they will be together until "death do us
part" and typically do not experience
many day-to-day disagreements (Mark-
man et al. 2001). Over time, however,
conflicts and disagreements mount. If
they are not handled well, they often
begin to threaten the stability of the
marriage.

Safety is a major theme that cuts
across our work in marriage education
and resonates with EAP providers,
human resources staff, executives, and
workers alike. When workers are con-
cemed about conflicts at home, they are
more likely to have accidents at work,

The military services, which recog-
nize that troops who feel safe in terms of

marital stability will do a better job fight-
ing and winning our.nation's Uattles,
have used PREP for many years (e.g.,
Stanley et al. 2005). In our conversations
with military personnel, we use the
example of a young pilot who flies an F-
16 and is worried about a fight he just
had with his wife on the phone about
one of their kids. That pilot is more like-
ly to have an accident than he would if
things were "safe" at home.

TURNING THE SWITCH OFF

Just as our service people need help to
be safe at home so they can maximize
their potential to be safe to other team
members in their military responsibili-
ties, workers in private business and the
public sector need help as well. As we all
know, however, too -many people who
are successful at work are not successful
in what matters most—Choir marriage.
Even financially successful couples who
have substantial resources and opportu-
nities available often do not utilize them
to protect and preserve their vital posi-
tive connections with their partners.

It seems that people

are expected tc~ put

their home lives

and work lives into

two individual boxes

and not mix them.

Many people say they have "lost the
love." They are successful in their work,
but feel helpless and hopeless in their
love. They take seminars, read books,
listen to mentors, and commit to doing
well at their jobs, but don't make the
same investment in their relationships.

Exacerbating this lack of investment
is the widespread belief that our home
lives and work lives should be kept sep-
arate. Upon entering the business world
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we often hear, "Don't Uring your person-
al proUlems to work," while at home we
are cold, "Leave your work problems and
stresses ac the front door." A former
homicide detective from a Kansas police
department recently told us he was
instructed from the time he entered the
force to the time he retired 20 years later
to "not share the tragedies from his
work" with his wife, and lamented how
disconnected they both felt because of
this philosophy.

It seems that people are expected to
put their home lives and work lives into
two individual boxes and not mix them.
We find that many people struggle with
this concept because it's not realistic.
Humans are relational beings, and our
professional and personal relationships
are both part of "who we are." Separating
them is not only unnatural but un-
healthy, and smart business leaders dis-
cover very quickly that employees' prob-
lems at home affect absenteeism, pro-
ductivity, and safety in the workplace
(Markman, Pregulman and Myrick
2006). Employees often have great
intentions but find it difficult if not
impossible to "turn the switch off' and
focus on the job at hand when things
at home are not good.

For example, the senior author was
part of a report from a national random
survey (Forthoffer, Markman, Cox,
Stanley and Kessler 1996) where mar-
ried workers kept a diary of events at
home and at work for a week. Among
other variables, they tracked conflicts at
home with their spouse and measures of
work productivity, including being
absent, having one's mind wander, and
wasting time.

The major finding from this study
was that higher levels of marital conflict
on one day strongly predicted lower lev-
els of work productivity the next day. In
particular, workers who were one stan-
dard deviation above the mean in report-
ed martial conflict lost 134 days of work
per month compared with workers who
had average levels of marital conflict.
This was particularly true of men within
the first 10 years of marriage.

We estimated that given the actual
salaries of workers in the study and the

effectiveness of research-based marriage
education programs like Love Your
Relationship and WIN, employers could
have saved more than $6.8 billion in lost
wages if the workers. had learned some
key skills taught in these programs
(Forthoffer et al. 1996).

Given these findings, employers face
two choices. The first choice is to pre-
tend there is nothing they can do; the
second (and, we believe, wiser) choice is
to understand that employees cannot put
their work and home lives into separate
boxes, never to be mixed. By helping
employees learn better relationship
skills, employers can have a positive
impact on the workplace and on work-
ers' home lives.

Employers often place difficult
demands on their workforce—demands
that can have negative implications for
employees' home lives. It is just good
business to help workers by providing
them with some useful skills and tools
that can help them be safe at home and
enjoy a more harmonious personal life,
thus creating awin-win scenario.

We tend to assume that people who
are successful and productive have good
relationship skills and use them to man-
age their home and work lives. The
problem is that not everyone has these
skills, and the result is often a "lose-lose"
situation.

BALANCING HOME AND WORK

One of our goals is to reach out to peo-
ple who have worked hard to succeed in
their career and teach them how to have
the same success in their marriage. The
Love Your Relationship program teaches
communication and conflict manage-
ment skills but adds new opportunities
for couples to intensively enhance and
protect the positive connections in their
relationship. In addition, the retreat
offers the opportunity for couples to
escape the pressures of a busy life and
immerse themselves in a weekend devot-
ed to loving, playing, learning, connect-
ing, and communicating (and some
pampering, too).

Love Your F2elationship focuses on
how ahigh-powered career can lead to
issues such as career jealousy and time

constraints, then helps partners learn
how to balance work and play. Couples
learn strategies for protecting and priori-
tizing excitement, friendship, and
romance in marriage in the midst of a
high-stress and very busy life.

We also teach participants that busy
lives are no excuse for not paying atten-
tion to your relationship. Il doesn't take
a lot of time or effort to let someone
know you are thinking about him/her or
that you care—pick up the phone, send
an e-mail, bring a surprise lunch to your
partner's office, or send a text message.

• It's these kinds of daily, thoughtful
touches that keep us connected and
keep the love alive.

Employers vuho irnvest

in their employees'

marriages are rewarded

with employees who

invest more of themselves

in their work.

While Love Your Relationship is
planning to offer marriage education
services to employees through EAPs
and human resources programs, WIN
teaches relationship-building skills to
employees in the workplace in a one-day
workshop. Thus far, results have been
very positive (Markman et al. 2006). As
noted earlier, we can estimate that em-
ployers will earn billions of dollars in
terms of increased worker productivity,
and this figure can be substantially
increased in terms of savings due to
lower accidents and lower use of health
care services (Forhoffer et al. 1996).

Following are several examples of
situations we are currently helping to
resolve because workers don't feel safe
at home and their personal problems
are affecting the workplace:
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We are conducting a class for a major

company in Oklahoma City that is
struggling with three concerns:
absenteeism, conflict in the work-
force, and safety issues on the job.
One human resources executive told
us that "just a 10 percent reduction
in workers' comp claims would play
out to a $750,000 reduction in direct
expenses." He mentioned specific

incidents where heavy equipment
operators posed a danger to other

workers because their minds were
on home issues and not on the job
at hand.

A police detective from Dodge City,
Kansas, told us his partner at work

seemed preoccupied with mariCal

problems and paid little attention to

the job. He felt this was posing a
direct threat to his safety. He is in the

process of helping us deliver WIN

materials to first responders because
of the stresses they Face on the job.
We are working with Goodyear Tire

to help employees cope with the

difficult, family-rhythm-disrupting

schedules that the plant demands.
Goodyear executives feel that if

employees have better relationships

at work and home, it will pay off in
lower absenteeism and improved
safety in the workplace.

Most people who take these train-
ings would never set foot in a marriage
enhancement program. Because of the
way we present and advertise these pro-
grams (Love Your Relationship and
WIN), we are able to offer relationship-

building skills to those. who need them

but who would not feel comfortable in a
regular marriage enrichment setting. By

learning these skills and tools, partici-

pants benefit both in the workplace and
at home, using the same skill sets to

improve the relationships in their public
and private lives.

PAYING A HUGE PRICE

In conclusion, we believe companies

know that problems in employees' per-

sonal lives can negatively affect their per-
formance in the workplace, but they

don't feel comfortable providing mar-

riage enrichment training in the work-

place. They believe this to be an incru-
sion info people's private lives, yet they

are paying a huge price for the loss in
productivity, increase in aUsenteeism,

and rise in workers' compensation

rates that result from workers being con-

cerned about problems in their personal

relationships.

The fact is that business and work,

like love and marriage, are based on rela-
tionships, and helping people improve
their relationship skills makes dollars

and sense. Using marriage education and
relationship building programs, emplay-
ers can provide, in a safe and friendly
format, the information and skills their

people need to improve relationships
and reduce conflict at work and home—
truly a win-win scenario.

In a famous television commercial,

a mechanic encourages car owners to get
regular oil changes, saying, "You pay me

now or pay me later." We have the same
advice to business owners: Invest now in
your workers' marriages and conflict
management skills, or pay later for acci-

dents at work, greater use of health care

services, and reduced worker productivi-

ty stemming from problems at home.

Benjamin Franklin famously said,
"An ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure." Many companies are
starling to grasp the reality that being

proactive in relationship and conflict

management skills training can be very

beneficial to individual and organization-
al health. Relationship education pro-
grams such as Love Your Relationship
and WIN can prove to be a good return
on an employer's investment. ■
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The folic -Practice ~ ay ~
Although consultation and training related to supervisory referrals

are very important aspects of what EAPs have to offer, supervisors have
never fu11y embraced this concept, and many EAPs have abandoned it.

by Taynczra CczBney, R.N., M.F.T., CEAP

lthough many employee
assistance professionals
give lip service to the idea
of supervisory referrals,

an increasing number no longer train
supervisors on how to intervene and
make referrals. Is this concept still appli-
cable in today's EAP? Do supervisory
referrals still play a role in EAPs?

The basis for supervisory referrals
is the argument that the supervisor is in
a good posiCion to identify employee
problems through deterioration in
work performance and to confront the
employee, break through the denial, and
leverage the employment contract to
encourage the employee to take action.
Available research raises questions, how-
ever, about the degree to which supervi-
sors actually identify issues through
work performance problems. Although
supervisory referrals and constructive
confrontation are seen as core compo-
nents of most EAPs, there have been
problems with implementation and
practice from the very beginning.

As early as 1968, Trice and Belasco
maintained that despite the existence of
carefully worded policies, treatment
resources, and trained staff, the majority
of alcoholics being treated were in the
later stages of their disease, when the

Tamara Cagney is an internal EA professional at
Sandia National Laboratories and also provides
ongoing clinical consultation to the Northern
California Teamsters Assistance Program. Prior to
joining Sandia she spent 10 years designing and
evaluating EAPs, delivering training, designing
drug-free workplace and DOT programs, and
providing consultative services. She has authored
chapters in textbooks on a variety of EA-related
topics, including program design and DOT drug
testing regulations.

prospects for treatment success were
seriously reduced. These researchers
labeled the difference between the com-
pany policy and the actual program
operation the "policy-practice gap."

This "policy-practice gap" remains
problematic for current employee assis-
tance programs. Evidence has accumu-
lated which shows that supervisors are
reluctant to use this referral strategy,
leading to a serious shortfall in EAPs'
potential effectiveness. Supervisory refer-
ral rates appear to run well below. esti-
mates of the prevalence of problems in
the workplace; although they are rela-
tively high in newly implemented EAPs,
they decline rapidly thereafter. Research
has found that supervisory referral rates
are surprisingly low even when consid-
ering the severity of a subordinate's
problem, and Chat a referral rate of only
one per supervisor Eor every six years
employed is not uncommon.

Brad Googins (1990) has described
three indicators of the growing disso-
nance between the model and the prac-
tice of EAPs. First, the number and per-
centage of supervisory referrals have
declined significantly over time. Second,
supervisory training, which prepares
supervisors to become an effective early
intervention and prevention agent, has
been either abandoned or minimized in
many EAPs. Third, employees with sub-
stance use disorders arrive at the EAP in
the later stages of their disease rather
than lieing identified early through
declining job performance.

CONSTRUCTIVE CONFRONTATION

Management consultation and training
related to supervisory referrals are very
important aspects of what EAPs have to

offer in the workplace and. distinguish
EAPs from general mental health servic-
es. The supervisor or manager refers the
employee to the EAP due to a pattern of
deteriorating work performance (as evi-

denced by attendance, relationships on
the job, reliability, quality of work prod-
uct, etc.) established through observa-
tion and documentation.

The model for

supervisory referrals

does not seem to

mesh with the reality

of many programs.

In most cases, the EAP uses a basic

release that allows EA professionals to

notify the supervisor if the employee

keeps the initial appointment. Some pro-

grams also let the supervisor know
whether the employee will be continuing

to work with the EAP. The employee has

the option of signing a comprehensive
release of information so that the super-

visor can receive ongoing information

about the employee's involvement in the

EAP. Without that release, no additional

information is shared with management.

A management referral and partici-

pation in the EAP do not constitute a
formal step in the disciplinary procedure

or a condition precedent to commence-

menc of disciplinary action. A manage-

ment referral to the EAP should not be
viewed as a disciplinary action but rather
as another tool or option for the employ-
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ee to use in improving his/her job per-

fonnance. One important aspect of a
management referral to the EAP that is
often missed Uy managers (unless they
par~icipaYe in training) is that it does
not preempt a supervisor from taking
disciplinary action when necessary.

The traditional approach has been

to train supervisors to confront employ-
ees with evidence of unsatisfactory job
performance and coach them on ways of
improving their work while simultane-
ously emphasizing the consequences of

continued poor performance. If perform-

ance does not improve following several

discussions, the supervisor would begin

to implement standard progressive disci-

plinary procedures. Throughout this
entire process, the employee is urged to
seek help from the EAP to address issues

thaC might be contributing to the per-

formance problems. The process of pro-
moting use of the EAP may keep pace
with the progressive disciplinary steps,
with a formal written referral accompa-

nying aformal wriCten warning to

culminate the process.
This is the model for supervisory

referrals, but it does not seem to mesh
with the reality of many programs.

Research has found that EAP clients

experienced serious difficulties for a
duration of five to ten years prior to any
action being taken by management.

Most employees reported that no docu-

mentation of their performance issues
existed and that, although they were
confronted by supervisors, rarely was the
topic of the confrontation related to job

performance. Instead, confrontation typi-
cally was preceded by a "triggering

event" as opposed to overall job per-

formance, and the referral process was
fraught with ambivalence.

In sum, both supervisors and

employees agreed that the focus and
documentation of job performance typi-

cally did not meet the theoretical expec-
tations of the model advocated by the
company. In light of these findings, the
concept of early intervention by EAPs

should probably be interpreted to mean
"earlier than would otherwise have

occurred" rather than "at an early stage
in the problem's development."

MEASURING POOR PERFORMANCE

One problem with tl~e constructive con-

frontation strakegy is chat supervisory

referrals. are based on declining job per-

formance. The problems with detecting

and documenting declining and/or

unsatisfactory job performance include
(1) a failure to develop adequate sfan-

dards of performance, (2) an inability

to easily define objective performance

criteria, (3) a lack of opportunities to
observe relevant job behaviors, and

Would it be more

effective to train

managers to make

both "reactive"

and "proactive"

referrals?

(4) an unwillingness of supervisors to
document job behaviors.

Some supervisors fear confronting
employees and believe that referring
them to the EAP creates more aggrava-
tion than relief. Many supervisors see
the EAP as a crisis management tool
rather than a resource and a p"erform-
ance management tool. Although EAPs
have awell-established history of help-
ing employees with behavioral health
problems, and the constructive con-
frontation model has been shown to be
effective when used properly by supervi-
sors faced with the challenge of manag-
ing atroubled employee, only a small
minority of supervisors actually look to
the EAP as a resource.

This is especially the case in profes-
sional (i.e., white collar) workplaces.
Indeed, the applicability of constructive
confrontation and the performance dete-
rioration model to professional settings
with "knowledge workers" may come
under even more question over time..
Subjective work standards that are com-
mon in professional contexts may not

be in line with the performance deter-
ioration model.

More than 20 years ago, Paul
Roman (1980) cited four difficulties
related directly to the professional set-
ting. First., unlike blue collar settings,
output measures in professional work-
places were not ordinal, making work-
related productivity difficult to assess.
Second, a "guild-like" atmosphere served
to protect and support idiosyncratic
behavior. (Using university faculty as an
example, he suggested that because
respect for individual freedom is so great
in these settings, tolerance of stylistic dif-
ferences is encouraged and supported,
minimizing the likelihood of construc-
tive confrontation.) Third, in many pro-
fessional settings, differences in educa-
tion, income, and social status between
staff and supervisors are minimal, and
this low social distance inhibits con-
frontation. Fourth, few incentives exist
in professional settings to encourage
interventions.

Although we continue to train
supervisors to make proactive referrals
based on declining job performance,
most management referrals seem to be
reactive referrals based on highly visible
triggering events. A dramatic workplace
incident that reflects on the manager's
ability is more likely to prompt a referral
action. Would it thus be more effective
to train managers to make both "reac-
tive" and "proactive" referrals?

EAPs gradually have become driven
by self-referrals and "informal" referrals,
leading to a call by researchers for main-
taining a "crucial balance" between self-
referrals and constructive confrontation
approaches. The balance has tipped
heavily in favor of the former—over 80
percent of referrals are self-referrals. Yet
few cases of employees with alcohol and
drug problems or serious psychological
problems are genuine self-referrals.
Research indicates :that these referrals
often occur in response to pressure from
supervisors who are reluctant to take
supervisory action. Both employees and
supervisors prefer these "informal" refer-
rals, but without an official record of job
performance, problem employees are
less likely to act on the recommenda-
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tions of the EAP or be held accountable
for improving performance.

VALUABLE PROACTIVE ROLE

Without a formal relerral, a supervisor is
unable to play a role in the unique
process that a supervisory referral to an
EAP sets in motion. By avoiding a formal
referral based on documented job per-
formance issues, the employee can much
more easily visit the EAP to satisfy the
supervisor but deny the existence of a
problem. Consequently, by the time a
supervisor is ready to take disciplinary
action, the opportunity for constructive
confrontation may have been lost
because the problem has reached a criti-
cal stage and the referral is now a reac-
tion to a much more dramatic triggering
event. In some organizations this has
meant that the supervisory referral is, for
all practical purposes, the final step
before termination and is often made

SUPERVISORY T R A I N I N G

more for legal reasons than to help retain
a once-productive employee.

Although an EAP does provide a
valuable crisis management service, there
is an equally valuable proactive role that
has become obscured in many programs.
Perhaps a greater educational emphasis
is needed to help distinguish between
"informal" supervisory referrals and true
self-referrals.

Coaching supervisors to help them
understand the power of formal supervi-
sory referrals and the process of con-
structive confrontation could help return
this core service of EAPs to our toolbox.
A careful reexamination of our goals and
approaches to supervisory referrals will
strengthen our programs and continue
to add value to the services that we pro-
vide our client organizations. ■
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Management Referrals vs. Mandatory Referrals: Are They One and The Same?

istorically, EAPs have dealt with
self-referrals and management
referrals. These days, we are also

hearing much more about mandatory
referrals. There are some crucial differ-
ences between these types of referrals,
although the terms are sometimes not
used with much precision. Each type of
referral requires a different level of confi-
dentiality, has a different relationship to
the disciplinary process, and assumes a
very different role for the EA professional.

Self-referrals are initiated by employ-
ees who are aware of a problem or are
experiencing enough discomfort to seek
resources. They may have been encour-
aged to use the EAP by co-workers,
family members, or supervisors. They
possess some level of insight or at least
are motivated to obtain relief.

Self-referrals contact the EAP at
their own initiative and take advantage
of the ease of access offered by the
EAP. Many of them would seek other
resources if no EAP were available. No
feedback is given to the employer or
supervisor with this type of referral.

Arguably the most valuable service
offered by EAPs is the management
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referral, which is directly related to job
performance. A management referral
and participation in the EAP does not
constitute a formal step in the discipli-
nary procedure or a condition precedent
to commencement of disciplinary action.
A management referral to the EAP
should not be viewed as a disciplinary
action but rather as another tool or
option for the employee to use in
improving job pertormance. Communi-
cation with the referring manager is
often limited to whether the employee
followed through with the referral and
a release is required.

Mandatory referrals, on the other
hand, are controversial high-stakes and
high-energy situations. These referrals
are seldom proactive referrals based on
patterns of declining performance;
rather, they are reactive referrals based
on triggering events. The triggering
events are often very visible and routinely
rise to a disciplinary level that could
result in termination. Mandatory referrals
give employees one last opportunity to
turn things around.

We see mandatory referrals used in
situations involving threats of violence,

alcohol and drug abuse in safety-sensi-
tive positions, citations for driving under
the influence of alcohol in a company
car, harassment, and even excessive.
absenteeism. Other mandatory referrals
result from formal fitness-for-duty evalua-
tions that require a specific course of
treatment to return to the job.

Mandatory referrals are made in
combination with progressive, corrective
discipline and involve a formal personnel
action. As part of a written agreement
with the company, the employee signs a
release of information so that the super-
visor can be updated and informed of
the employee's compliance with recom-
mendations. Compliance with these
mandatory referrals most often is a clear
condition of employment. The EAP mon-
itors compliance with the treatment rec-
ommendations and often monitors con-
tinuing care as well,

CHILLING EFFECT
Some EA professionals see mandatory
referrals as counter to the basic EAP
philosophy and worry that mandatory
referrals will have a chilling effect on
other areas of EAP work. These EA pro-
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fessionals feel that mandatory referrals
produce a superficial, resentful compli-
ance rather than a real commitment to
change. They fear that mandatory refer-
rals position the EAP to be seen as a
tool of management rather than a neutral
employee resource.

If an EAP reports noncompliance
that can result in job loss, does that
diminish the sense of protection that
employees feel when seeking help
through self-referral? EA professionals
who work with mandatory referrals think
that this concern can be managed
through careful attention to policy, con-
sultation, and education.

The written policy for mandatory
referrals must clearly outline the intent for
each referral, the process to be followed,
the communication that is expected, and
the levels of approval that are required at
each step. Consequences for noncom-
pliance with mandatory referrals need to
be defined in advance—in policy, prac-
tice, and contract—and need to reflect
the magnitude of the action/infraction
warranting the mandate in the first
place. A mandatory referral must be
understood to be a last chance for
the employee to make changes and
demonstrate improvement.

The availability and coordination of
care with appropriate providers presents
an ongoing challenge for EA profession-
als and is particularly important in the
case of mandatory referrals. Not all
providers are equipped to handle such
complex and high-profile cases. EA pro-
fessionals and providers who are suc-
cessful with mandatory referrals recog-
nize that resistance and limited initial
internal motivation are part of the
assessment and counseling processes.
Active care management of these cases
is essential.

The EAP needs to take a very com-
prehensive approach with mandatory
referrals, with an EA professional working
with the employer, the treating profes-
sional, and the employee (as a perform-
ance coach). The ability to obtain the
information needed from the provider
about participation in treatment and
readiness to return to work is critical
to a successful mandatory referral.

Many work organizations view
mandatory EAP referrals as clear evi-
dence that they have done everything
they can to communicate the serious-

Hess of the situation to the employee
and give him/her a chance to turn the
situation around. It is vital for everyone to
understand how compliance will be
monitored and reported. For EA profes-
sionals, however, this is not as clear a
question as those outside our field would
like it to be.

How the EAP handles this issue
reflects on its credibility. What constitutes
non-compliance? A positive test is easy,
but what about a "short slip-up" that is
immediately addressed? What about not
attending 12-step meetings because of
the all too frequent struggle with the spir-
itual aspects of the program?

When the consequence of reporting
non-compliance can be termination of
employment, the definitions grow in
importance. Is engagement in the
process enough? Does the nature of the
employee's job and safety concerns
change the flexibility we can have?

GENERATING SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS
EA professionals who have experience
working with mandatory referrals feel
that EAPs are more than capable of
withstanding the possible negative
public relations implications of working

with mandatory referrals if they are
equipped to manage these difficult cases
in the first place. They feel that mandato-
ryreferrals are misunderstood, since no
one is "forced" to comply with the refer-
ral or treatment. A mandatory referral is
considered mitigation, since it is an alter-
native consequence to the loss of
employment or serious disciplinary
action.

Mandatory referrals are seen by
these EA professionals as yet another
service offered to the employer and
employee in addition to traditional self-
referrals and management referrals. The
goal of the EAP is to help generate solu-
tions to problems and to support both
employees and employers in difficult sit-
uations. The employee's route of entry
into the EAP is secondary to the ability
to generate a workable solution to the
problem. A mandatory referral can be a
positive step in initiating treatment,
behavior change, long-term recovery,
and preservation of employment, even
in the face of serious policy violations. ■

NTIFYING SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS

~ The SASSI—brief, empirically validated
a screening for substance use disorders

Since 1988 the SASSI (Substance Abuse Subtle Screening
Inventory) has been used to identify substance use disorders
accurately, objectively, and quickly. Adult and adolescent
versions available.

♦ Easy to administer and interpret

♦ Effective even if your client is unable or unwilling
to acknowledge their substance use

♦ Select paper and pencil questionnaire or a
computerized version

♦ New web-based option for single or multiple adult
administrations at www.sassionline.com

+ New Spanish SASSI now available

Early identification saves lives.

t

Call for an information ~
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Cha11~n es Facie External EAPs~ ~
Advances in communications technology have made it possible

for external EAPs to deliver supervisory training that costs little but
makes a big impact with employers.

by Lisa Newynczn Bevington, SPHR, CEAI'

roviding EAP training to
supervisors in work organi-
zations is an important part
of employee assistance pro-

gramming and is critical to an EAP's
ability co deliver cost-effective services.
But offering supervisory training pres-
ents some special challenges for external
EAPs, such as tailoring training pro-
grams to differing work environments
and delivering these programs in multi-
ple geographic locations.

This article analyzes some of the
ways that training can be developed and
delivered that are both effective and
cost-efficient for an external EAP. I will
cover some basic information, then look
at a few technologies that can make
training much easier and more effective.

RESISTANCE TO FORMAL TRAINING
First, I prefer to use the Cerm manage-
ment training rather than supervisory
training. Why? In the world of work and
especially in human resource manage-
ment—which is my background—the
word "supervisor" typically refers to the
lowest level of management. While I
want front-line supervisors to receive
training, it is my experience that if high-
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er levels of management do not under-
stand the referral process, all the training
in the world will not produce the de-
sired result—more referrals of troubled
employees to the EAP.

I want managers, executives, and
team leaders alike to take this training
seriously and not see it as something
that applies solely to a front-line super-
visor. If you make it seem that a training
program doesn't apply to those you
want to be trained, you are doomed
from the beginning.

Second, both the program manager
setting up the training and the person
conducting the training should be famil-
iar with the client organization and any
sensitivities its leaders, employees, or
customers may have. For example, it has
been my experience that many of the
training materials for EAPs focus prima-
rily on industrial situations, whereas
many of the client organizations of exter-
nal programs are white-collar businesses
or have significant white-collar opera-
tions. This may seem trivial, but it's a big
turnoff when the setting or language of
training materials doesn't correlate with
that of the client. Management referrals,
for instance, may be handled differently
in non-union operations than in union
workplaces, and personnel laws that
apply to public employers may not
apply in private workplaces.

Now, let's talk about the develop-
ment and delivery of training materials
and programs. How can an external pro-
gram provide management training to
multiple client organizations? In the
past, my EAP hired the trainer, provided
training materials, scheduled the session,
and encouraged employees from the
work organization to gather. We hoped

for good attendance and crossed our fin-
gers that the trainer would do a good
job, but too many times attendance was
poor and the trainer was less than stellar.
Another frustration was that our client
organizations tended to resist scheduling
training sessions on the grounds that
finding a time and place that were suic-
able for everyone was difficult.

Rather than provide onsite training,
many EAPs use some form of stand-
alone materials. There are some good
"off the she1P' materials on the market,
and some larger programs have devel-
oped their own materials.

How well has this approach
worked? My experience is that it hasn't
worked very well, because client organi-
zations typically don't use the materials
(or use them only sporadically). My
clients lose the materials, don't remem-
ber ever having received them, or use
them only when I visit and conduct a
training program. Discussions over the
years with colleagues in the EAP field
give me the impression that their experi-
ences have been similar.

(As an aside, my e~erience with
video orientation programs to provide
information about the EAP to employees
has been very positive, with most of my
client organizations using the video as
part of new hire orientation. Now my
problem is getting the presentation
transferred to DVD format to keep up
with the changing technology.)

A GOOD STARTING POINT

So, where does this leave external EAPs?
Thankfully, advances in technology have
created some fantastic options for even
the smallest external (or internal) EAP
and for EA professionals who lack tech-
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nological know-how and sophistication.

The firs[, easiest, and best option

is the teleconference. If you aren'C
using teleconferencing now, you need

to start. A good place to begin is

FreeConferenceCall.com. You sign up,

receive your call-in and authorization

numbers (which they will e-mail to

you), and call two of your friends and

schedule a time for the three of you to

teleconference.You can even record
your conference call for free and e-mail

the link for the recording to your friends

after the call.

Teleconferencing doesn't take any

special equipment, and you can initiate

or join a teleconference from any type

of telephone. Each caller pays his or her

own long distance charges. With long

distance calling rates low and flat-rate

plans common, long distance charges
are seldom an issue.

I have used teleconferences effec-
tively in several settings. For small

employers or employers with managers

who are dispersed geographically, tele-

conference trainings have worked well.

An even better approach, however, is to

use a teleconference for an impromptu

discussion about an actual situation at

hand. When an employer has a need, its

leaders are more open to participating in

a teleconference call, even on shore

notice. If you have training handouts

that speak to the situation being dis-

cussed, you can e-mail them to as many

people as necessary in minutes.
In a more formal situation, you can

schedule a training teleconference at an

appointed time and date. Before the tele-

conference, you e-mail information to
your client organization contact along

with any handouts. He or she distributes

the materials, the attendees call in, you

deliver the training, and then you pro-

vide the link to the training so that any-

one who didn't participate can listen to

it later. As a bonus, you now have the

recordings to reuse as a permanent train-

ing program. (Remember to always

announce at the beginning of the call

that you are recording the training and
explain how you may use it and/or dis-

tribute iC.)

To further enhance the training, you

www.eap-association.org

can sign up at GoToMeeting.com and

allow participants to view your comput-
er screen during the teleconference. You
can present a slide show, use a white
board to draw examples, or show any

other training material you wish. You
will need to practice using the

GoToMeeting.com site because it has

some limitations, but with some experi-

ence you can easily accommodate them.

A two-minute message

will get played;

several two-minute

messages will get

your point across.

These free and low-cost services
are helpful, but they are just a place
to begin. One drawback of the
FreeConferenceCall.com recording
service is that the recording links are
on their site, so you do not have control
over these links for future use. Other
paid conference calling services will
allow you to download your recording
and "own" the information as well as
edit the recording.

It doesn't take many training ses-
sions before it becomes cost-effective to
purchase the technology to record your
teleconferences. Also, if you exceed the
number of attendees, you will need to
use a paid service. The paid services are
a bargain, however. Sony Soundforge
software is excellent, and 1 recommend
it for recording teleconferences.

Teleconferencing can be used to
provide training programs for one com-
pany or to host high-level trainings for
managers of multiple client organiza-
tions. The latter model enables you to
focus on topics that are suitable for spe-
cific groups, such as safety managers or
human resources executives.. These have
been very successful venues for me to
demonstrate knowledge to, and earn

respect from, high-level management

of my client organizations.

USING TWO-MINUTE MESSAGES

What other technologies are available to

help external EAPs deliver management
training programs? The newest technolo-
gy combines low-tech and high-tech to
produce videos of brief training seg-
ments, which can be put together to
form a customized training program.
You post the videos on your Website and
share the links with your customers.

The videos are filmed with a low-
end digital camcorder, which you proba-
bly already have, and created using Sony
Degas Movie Studio software (which is
easy to use, though there are some tricks
to producing and publishing the final
video in DVD format). You can add
music, avoice-over, and text to the video
very easily.

This technology offers a number of
advantages. First, it frees managers from
having to gather at a specific location.
Second, if you use recorded audio or
video footage with your own voice
and/or face, you create a personal mes-
sage that can be opened and played at a
convenient time. This is extremely
important in gaining the attention and
buy-in of senior management. Finally,
training presented in segments is ,gener-
ally more effective than aone-shot pro-
gram. The segments are available for
review and distribution as desired.

Senior managers will very often not
attend a training session. You may not
even get five minutes of their time at a
meeting. But atwo-minute message will
get played. Several two-minute messages
will get your point across, and that can
make a big difference to the success or
failure of the entire training program.

I was reminded of this recently
when I suggested to a human resources
manager that she review our 11-minute
management training video to find
advice on how to handle a situation she
was facing. She informed me that she
didn't have time to watch the video.
The lesson here is that managers want
a two-minute summary that addresses
the specific problem they are facing at
the tune.

There are lots of ways to develop
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shore, targeted training messages. For
example, my EAP distributes a monthly
newsletter specifically for managers that
we purchase from EAPTools.com. I cus-
tomize the newsletter with our informa-
tion and rewrite some of the text, then
send it to all of my client organizations
as an attachment in one e-mail. The
information in the newsletter could be
taken apart and used for weekly e-mails
or for recorded discussions.

EAPTools.com has a new "Super-
visor Skills" training program that
utilizes some of the technology discussed
here. It allows you to upload a cus-
tomized interactive training program to
your Website for "on-demand" training. I
am going to look at this program and at
the training programs I already have to
see how I can make them more interac-
tive, break them apart and send out
small pieces, or prepare e-mail links
pointing to segments addressing
specific workplace situations.

BREAKTHROUGH IN TRAINING DELIVERY

Electronic distribution represents a
breakthrough in training delivery for

external EAPs. In addition to the exam-
ples I've provided already, there are
methods of electronic distribution that
allow you to send e-mails directly to
employees at their homes, thus involving
their families in the EAP training and
promotion process. Most importantly, e-
mail doesn't cost anything—to you or
your client organizations.

Clients are most likely to use some-
thing that is easy to share and free to
use. Electronic formats provide these
advantages. Using electronic distribution
and other technologies, you have the
opportunity to be the first EAP in your
service area to provide management
training that is convenient to your client
organizations and cost-effective—for
them as well as you.

If you would like more information
on how to use technology in your EAP,
go to TechnologyTrainingForEAPs.com
and let me know your questions. I am
interested in finding out more about
how technology can help EAPs make
management training simper, less expen-
sive, and more rewarding. ■

SAP QUALIFICATION
& UPDATE TRAINING ONSULTING GROUP

Qualification Training for new
SAPs and Update Training for
previous SAPs to meet DOT's
requirement of 12 professional
development hours every 3 years

Upcoming Trainings in 2006

Las Vegas ... , . , .September 21-22

San Diego ......November 9-10

Register today at:
www.blairconsultants.com/sap.html

Earn:
14 CEUs for NAADAC
14 PHDs for CEAPs
14 CEUs for NASW

All Blair Consulting Group SAP
training is conducted by Lee
Mauk, M.Ed., CEAP, Senior
Consultant. Lee is a nationally-
recognized expert on DOT
regulations and the SAP
return-to-duty process.

Lee also administers a nation-
wide searchable database of
SAPs, www.saplist.com.
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Normalizing Supervisory EAI' Tr ' g
Developing a certification program to educate supervisors about the EAP
helped boost referrals at a Texas medical center and increased demand for.

consultations as well.

by Pats ick Tiner M.S.W., LCSW, LCDC, LMFT

ersonal problems can and do
interfere with a worker's abil-
ity to perform on the job. An
employee whose job per-

formance problems are not related to a
lack of skill and who doesn't respond
satisfactorily to usual disciplinary proce-
dures may benefit from outside help.

With proper treatment arranged
through an EAP, many troubled employ-
ees can be restored to a satisfactory level
of job performance. If, on the other
hand, underlying problems are ignored,
they may worsen with time and eventu-
ally render the person unemployable.

When an employee is having a job
performance problem that is observed
and documented, an EAP supervisory
referral is indicated. The EAP superviso-
ry referral component has been devel-
oped over many years of EA service pro-
vision in the workplace. It provides
supervisors with a valuable and practical
tool for handling troubled employees
and helping retain formerly productive
workers. Providing this specialized inter-
vention service to the supervisor and the
troubled employee is one of the key
assets of an EAP.

SUPER111SORY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Supervisory training has always been

~ r , , L~ ~I Patrick Tiner, a clinical
social worker, is on the

~~~' faculty of the Department
of Psychiatry at the
University of Texas
Southwestern Medical
Center at Dallas,
where he has served
as director of EAP

services since 1994. He has been in the EAP
field since 1981 and is president of the North
Texas Chapter of EAPA. He can be reached
at patrick.tinerQutsouthwestern.edu.

considered an essential element of the

training curriculum offered by employee

assistance programs. Sadly, most EAPs

find it difficult to deliver a regular pro-

gram of training, as most employers are

"too busy" to fit training courses into
their schedules or are unable (or unwill-

ing~ to interest their workers in attend-
ing lunchtime "brown bag" presenta-

tions, much less extended supervisory

trainings lasting several hours.

Faced with this dilemma, the inter-

nal EAP at our university medical center

explored various alternatives to not only

heighten supervisors' and managers'
awareness of EA services but, more
importantly, help them better under-

stand how to use the EAP as a vital tool

in dealing with troubled employees who

need assistance. After discussing the
advantages and disadvantages of these

alternatives with the Human Resources

and Training and Development depart-

ments, we devised asystem-wide, two-
year certification program to be made

available to all employees who exercise

some level of supervisory control over

other workers.

The premise behind providing a

certification program that incorporates

EAP supervisory training was to "nor-

malize" the use of supervisory referrals

to the EAP and provide supervisors with

valuable tools for assisting employees

who are experiencing work performance

problems. The certification program was

presented to departmental chairmen,

faculty, directors, and managers as a

means of providing essential training in

supervisory, leadership, communication,

and problem-solving skills and in the

basics of performance management.

The certification program is broken

into two one-year sections, one titled

"The Heart of Supervision Certificate

Program" and the other titled "The Heart

of Management Certificate Program."

Each enrolled participant may complete

one or both sections and is given three

years to complete the entire certification

process. Supervisors are encouraged by

their administrators to complete both

sequences and are given the necessary

time off from work to do so.

Since the training

classes began, the

number of supervisory

referrals has

almost doubled.

The program's purpose is to
enhance the skill level of managers and
supervisors with specific "skill sets" to
manage people, projects, and organiza-
tions. The classes, most of which
last four hours, carry such titles as
"Counseling for Improved Performance,"
"Hiring for Winning Talent," and
"Results-Oriented Performance
Management."

The overall goal of the program is to
equip supervisors to handle the myriad
issues of employee supervision that arise
on a day-to-day basis. Understanding
the essential components of EAP super-
visory training is crucial for supervisors
to utilize in their work with all employ-
ees and especially with troubled employ-
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ees who are experiencing work perform-

ance problems.
Thus far, the EAP supervisory crain-

ing classes have been filled to capacity,
and there is often a waiting list. The
training is a four-hour regimen that is
offered two to three times per year. Since
this series of training classes began three
years ago, the number of EAP superviso-
ry consultations and employee supervi-
sory referrals has almost doubled. We
have also noticed that supervisors are
making frequent use of a training manu-
al we developed for this series, as well as
requesting special in-office and telephon-
ic consultations for EAP services.

KEY PRINCIPLES AND COMPONENTS
Following are some of the key principles
and components of our EAP supervisory
training:

The EAP is voluntary and confiden-
tial. Employees and family members can
use the EAP at their own discretion. It is
an individual and personal choice. It is
important for supervisors to make them
aware of the program and encourage
them to use it.

No information can be released
without a signed consent from the EAP
client member. Confidentiality is one of
the most important aspects of the EAP
and is governed by state and federal
laws. In working with the- EAP, supervi-
sors need to maintain all aspects of con-
fidentiality in order to provide the high-
est level of service for the employee and
protect both the employee and supervi-
sor and the integrity of the EAP services.

The EAP does the following:
• Assists in the identification of the

troubled employee;
• Encourages the employee to seek and

accept help;
• Assesses the employee's problem and

determines a course of action;
• Counsels the employee and/or his or

her family member(s);
• Offers early intervention to address

potentially serious problems;
• Refers the employee to proper assis-

tance and follow-up care as appro-
priate;

• Provides a second opinion regarding
current assistance that employees

SUPERVISORY T R A I N I N G

may be receiving through another

provider; and
Consults with managers and super-
visors.

The EAP does not do the following:
• Change existing administrative poli-

cies; rather, it serves as a tool to assist
in their implementation;

• Substitute or eliminate the need for
supervisory skills; instead, it is meant
to be a resource for the supervisor
and a benefit for the employee;

• Influence job security or reputation;
• Influence future employment;
• Provide protection from disciplinary

action for continued poor job per-
formance;

• Force the employee co accept its rec-
ommendations; or

• Replace other resources the employee
may currently be using for help or
may use in the future.

INFORMAL AND FORMAL REFERRALS

In the certification program, we also dis-

tinguish between informal and formal
supervisory referrals. An informal super-
visory referral occurs when the supervi-
sor becomes aware that an employee is
e~eriencing personal issues chat are not
affecting the employee's job performance.

In an informal referral, the supervi-
sor may inform the employee of the ben-
efits provided by the EAP and give the
employee the EAP's telephone number.
The supervisor may contact the EAP [o
provide information regarding an infor-
mal referral and the circumstances lead-
ing to it, though this is not necessary.
The EAP staff member will not tell the
supervisor whether the employee used
the EAP and will not divulge any infor-
mation to the supervisor about the visit
unless the employee authorizes this by
signing a release.

An informal referral can be used in
a variety of work situations, including a
decline in job performance from average
to poor work or excellent to good work;
unsatisfactory job performance; and
changes in work behavior and work per-
formance, including a negative attitude,
absenteeism, and reduced quality/quanti-
ty of work.

In a formal referral process, it is

essential that the supervisor use the fol-
lowing components to help the troubled
employee:
• Identification of the problem. A supervi-

sor needs to identify changes in work
patterns, decreases in work perform-
ance, violations of policy, and any
issues that compromise the safety of
the work environment.

• Documentation. A supervisor should
provide written, factual, objective,
and confidential information chat
focuses only on job performance.

• F~cpectations. A supervisor must iden-
tify and discuss specific behaviors and
work performance characteristics that
need to improve and agree on when
these changes are expected and how
the supervisor will know they have
occurred.

• Timeline. The supervisor should dis-
cuss aspecific timeline for improve-
ment, including when to evaluate
expected changes, and set a policy for
the implementation of changes.

• Consequences. Supervisors need to
know their company's policies regard-
ing disciplinary procedures. It is cru-
cial to follow through with a review
process and discuss any actions to
be taken.

CRITICAL CAREER INVESTMENT
At a time when LAP training is often
overlooked or forgotten in many work
organizations, EAP supervisory training
needs to be strongly re-evaluated and
implemented in all EAPs. Training super-
visors how to identify troubled employ-
ees, how to document changes in work
performance, and how to make an
appropriate referral to EAP services can
be crucial in helping assist and retain
troubled employees.

Offering a program such as the cer-
tification series we developed at
Southwestern Medical Center can help
supervisors view such training as a criti-
cal investment in their careers and a nor-
mal component of workplace education.
By teaming to use the EAP referral
process, a supervisor can intervene in
workplace problems with greater effi-
ciency and confidence to help troubled
employees get the needed services to
assist them. ■
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Non-En lisp S eahin Countries~ p ~
Ad'ustin to Culture Differencesg

by Tony 13uon, CEAI'

Managing poor performance may be one
of the most unpleasant tasks of manage-
ment and also one of the most difficult.

Appropriate work performance interven-

tion rests on the ability of supervisors to

detect declining work performance, and

there is great danger in assuming they
are able or willing to fulfill this role.

A referral to an employee assistance
program (EAP) is often described as the

most appropriate method of preventing

supervisors from inappropriately getting

involved with an employee's personal

problems. Unfortunately, most supervi-

sors in non-English speaking countries

know little about EAPs despite the fact

that EAPs increasingly are being imple-

mented in these locations, often by

U.S.-based transnational corporations

attempting to "harmonize" their human

resources efforts. The reasons are

twofold:

1) Supervisor training typically is

offered by local EAP providers with little

or no knowledge of the EAP Core

Technology or is conducted by U.S.-

based corporate trainers or EAP staff

with a limited understanding of the

local culture; and

2) Most EAP training material for

supervisors is from North America and

(occasionally) the United Kingdom or

Australia and thus is written in English

and describes settings and challenges

common to these countries.

Tony Buon is an independ-
ent EAP consultant and a
lecturer in human resource
management at the Robert
Gordon University in
Scotland. He Is also the
International Commissioner
on the Employee Assistance

Certification Commission (EACC). He can be con-
tacted at tonybCa?eastburnpartnership.com.

www.eap-association. org
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Global Perspective

For example, I recently observed a

situation in Kazakhstan (formerly part of

the Soviet Union) where the local com-

pany doctor of ajoint-venture oil and

gas business had been instructed to con-

duct a one-day EAP training for supervi-

sors. The training utilized materials writ-
ten in English (though most of the

supervisors in attendance spoke only

Russian) and described problems that

might arise at a worksite in a U.S. city

but were unlikely to confront the local

Kazakh and Russian workforce.

Good training
depends on effective
communication, and
culture affects both

the substance and style
of communication.

Similarly, a human resources man-
ager in the Middle East told me recently

he was bemused by the corporate EAP

supervisory training video, which fea-

tures material about the requirements for

substance abuse professionals (SAPS)

and depicts a supervisor dealing with a

drunken employee. In this particular

Middle Eastern country, alcohol posses-

sion or use is illegal and intoxication

would certainly lead to dismissal, jail

time, and possibly corporal punish-

ment—not referral to the friendly EAP

counselor!

COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY

Clearly, if you are going to be conduct-

ing EAP training in cultures that are dif=

ferent from your own, it is vital to learn

as much about them as you can. Simply

showing an interest in other cultures

often helps break down barriers. A man-

ager in Kuwait told me recently that he

was impressed that his supervisory train-

ing program was not scheduled during

Ramadan, something that is never done

in Muslim cultures.

But the challenge of conducting

EAP training for supervisors in non-

English-speaking countries goes beyond

what is taught and when it is taught to

how it is taught. Good training depends

on effective communication, and culture

affects both the substance and style of

communication. Culture influences how

people express themselves and to whom

they talk. For example, while many peo-

ple in Western nations may feel comfort-

able talking openly about their personal

problems, people in Middle Eastern and

Asian cultures will only talk about such

personal issues with very close friends.

It is essential for those who are

training supervisors from other nations
or cultures not to behave as a superior—

for example, by suggesting through your

words or actions that English is the

supreme language or that Western man-

agement practices are more effective than

those used in other regions. In many

Asian countries you will find that the

supervisors in a training program hold
superior credentials and possess greater

management experience than their coun-

terparts in Western nations.
In addition, don't assume training

program participants have limited intelli-

gence because of their English grammar

or accent. All you can infer initially from
hearing a person speak with an accent is
that he/she speaks English differently

than you.
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Be aware of how fast you speak. It

can be useful to talk a little more slowly

than you normally do, buc don't speak

too slowly, as this may patronize and

offend your audience. Pay attention to

the body language of training partici-

pants and use it as a guide to how well

they understand your presentation. If

necessary, ask politely if Chey do under-

stand. People who don't speak English

often have difficulty understanding

English speech because of slurred or

unclear diction.

HONORING SILENCE

Finally, don't make judgments about

training participants' actions and behav-

iors without understanding the reasons

for them. Some behaviors of people from

SUPERVISORY T R A I N I N G

Pay attention to
the body language of
training participants
and use it as a guide

to how well they
understand your
presentation.

other cultures might seem odd to you,

even when they are explained. Many

behaviors are based on customs that

serve to bind a culture together.

For example, Western culture allows

for a fair amount of informality, whereas

in many other cultures formality is the

norm. Westerners, in general; are

uncomfortable with silence, while many

other cultures honor silence. Try to

adjust to these and other cultural differ-

ences to connect with your audience

more effectively. For example, avoid

rushing to fill in the "gaps" in speech

and reduce your use of colloquialisms,

idioms, and non-literal expressions.

If you take time to interact with

people of different languages and cultur-

al backgrounds, you'll find they have

much to tell you—both by what they say

and what they don't say—about improv-

ing the services you provide. Training

supervisors how to use the EAP offers a

good opportunity to pu[ these lessons

into practice. ■

South A rica
Becoming Integral to EAPs

by P~avesh Bhood~rxyn

Prior to 1994, society in South Africa

was divided along racial lines, and the

exclusion and neglect of the majority of

the population was. a matter of state pol-

icy. Supervisors were mostly white,

while employees were mainly of African,

Indian, and Colored origins.

Governance was defined largely by a

national security doctrine with little

respect for the ntle of law

Over time, the state became more

isolated, more corrupt, and more

dependent on extra judicial measures to

sustain itself. By the late 1980s the

country had become ungovernable, the

social fabric torn apart by apartheid and

social conflict.

Since 1994, the government of

South Africa has set out to dismantle

apartheid social relations and create a

democratic. society based on equality,

Pravesh Bhoodram is president of the EAPA
South Africa Chapter.
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As employers and
employees were

redefining their roles,
it became increasingly
obvious that supervisors
were not equipped to
manage the "new"

South African employee.

non-racialism, and non-sexism. New

policies and programs have been put in

place to dramatically improve the quality

of life of all people. The government has

been assessing how far it has gone (and

how far it has to go) to achieve its objec-

tives and is beginning to identify the

challenges that lie ahead.

In light of recent history, the. EAP

was introduced into South Africa in the

late 1980s and has since found a place

in the government's vision of "A better

life for all." The introduction of the EAP

has refined the supervisor-employee rela-

tionship. As the transformation of the

workplace was racing ahead and

employers and employees were redefin-

ing their roles, it became increasingly

obvious that supervisors were not

equipped to manage the "new" South

African employee. Supervisory training

has, therefore, become an integral ele-

ment in the repertoire of all EAPs.

In the next 10 years, the EAPA

South Africa Chapter will aim to rein-

force the consolidation of democracy

with measures aimed at integrating all of

society into a growing economy from

which all can benefit. ■
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Supervisory Referrals:
Always a Best Practice
by Bev~rtczrcl E. Beidel, M.Ed., CEAI' and Kv~istine N. Brennan, CEAP, LI'C

n conducting a Google search of
the term "supervisory referral," it
is gratifying to find that the initial

results include an explanation of the EAP
supervisory referral process as well as a
sample supervisory referral memo and a
corresponding referral form. While not
an indicator thaC supervisory referrals to
an EAP are a universally accepted prac-
tice in today's workplace, it does bolster
the traditional EAP position that supervi-
sory referrals can provide an effective
interface with the job performance coun-
seling and developmental coaching
processes that most supervisors are
expected to perform within their work
organizations.

This critical linkage is evident in the
very definition of ̀job performance
counseling" in The Human Resources
Glossary: "A .., strategy for improving
employee efficiency, effectiveness, and
productivity to achieve job adjustment,
improve motivation and morale, de-
crease absenteeism, reduce turnover,
foster acceptance of change, release
emotional tension, reduce stress, and
promote teamwork. It lets employees
know where they stand, what they do
well, where they are deficient, and how
they can improve."'

In sum, supervisors are responsible
for helping work teams identify and
achieve their goals, supporting the pro-
ductivity of each team member, and
resolving any difficulties that arise. In
that context, the supervisory referral
process—a longstanding tenet of the
employee assistance field—is indeed a
critical best practice for our profession.
The supervisory referral process cuts

Bern Beidel and Kris Brennan are co-chairs of
the Standards Subcommittee of the EAPA
Professional Practices Committee.

across most elements of the EAP Core
Technology, particularly those relating to
the consultation process with supervi-
sors, the use of constructive confronta=
tion in dealing with employees whose
personal problems are affecting their job
performance, and the specific focus on
alcohol problems in the workplace and
the evaluation of their impact.

BROADENING A MANAGER'S PERSPECTIVE
As the EAP field has evolved, our termi-
nology at times has become almost mun-
dane. Many an EA professional has used
the term "supervisory referral" in (1) ori-
enting the larger organization or a partic-
ular manager to the EAP, (2) conducting
training on the actual steps in the referral
process, and (3) consulting with man-
agers, supervisors, and even shop stew-
ards about using the process with regard
to a particular employee performance
issue. While it is easy to assume that the
term enjoys universal recognition, it is
important that we understand that it is
in the parts of the referral process that
the supervisory referral manifests itself as
a best practice in our field.

For instance, a discussion of the
supervisory referral process provides
the EA practitioner an opportunity to
demonstrate the solid connection
between the EAP's mission and the orga-
nization's business objectives. Whether

viewed as a traditional performance
management resource or a work-life
enhancement, the EAP contributes to
the organization by providing a resource
to deal with performance issues when
all other strategies seem to come up
empty. Understanding the EAP referral
process becomes part of the supervisor's
toolbox for dealing with challenging
job performance situations.

Thus, the value-added dimension

goes well beyond a manager simply
viewing a supervisory referral solely
within the EAP context. It broadens the
manager's perspective to see the supervi-
sory referral as a process that is really a
managerial or supervisory assistance
process at its core, long before it
becomes an employee assistance process.

ENHANCING THE CONSULTATION
As evidenced by the EAP Core Tech-
nology, avital part of the work of any
EAP is the consultation with supervisors
and managers to educate them about the
constructive confrontation and supervi-
sory referral processes and also raise
their awareness of the interface of both
of these processes with other organiza-
tional entities. This consultation provides
a forum for EA practitioners to share the
wisdom of other supervisors and shop
stewards in the organization who have
managed through a supervisory referral
process. While respecting the confiden-
tiality of the prior supervisory consulta-
tions, the EA practitioner can discuss the
general challenges confronted by the
supervisors and the strategies they used
(in collaboration with the EAP) to meet
those challenges.

In short, preparing supervisors for
the referral process offers an EA practi-
tioner the unique opportunity to share
the knowledge gained by other managers
across the organization. This represents
true added value in today's demanding
business environment, where the effec-
tive and efficient transfer of institutional
knowledge is critical to an organization's
ability to manage change and enhance
productivity.

Although the consultation with
supervisors, managers, and shop stew-
ards frequently begins with a focus on
the specific steps of the supervisory
referral process, it is enhanced when the
referral of an employee to the EAP is
deemed inappropriate at that particular
time. While at first blush that may seem
to be a contradiction, it is helpful to look
at this scenario in more detail.

Just as some supervisors contact the
EAP when they are confronted with a
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clear-cut job performance issue, others
contact the EAP when they are unsure
what kind of situation they are facing.
How many EA practitioners have fielded
calls from a supervisor who says, "I'm
not sure I've contacted the right office or
if you can even help me," but who then
describes a complex scenario on which
the EA practitioner can offer a perspec-
tive that transcends the EAP and encom-
passes the broader goals and objectives
of the organization or references
resources both within and outside the
organization? In such situations, the very
framework of the supervisory referral
process provides the EAP with a founda-
tion to provide awider-ranging consulta-
tive service to the individual supervisor
and the larger organization.

NOW MORE THAN EVER

As the employee assistance field has
evolved and as our programmatic ap-
proaches have matured, we have

witnessed some erosion of the superviso-
ry referral process in the workplace.
While many EAPs have seen their super-
visory referral rates ebb and flow over
time, some have traced declines to the
reduction in supervisory training.

There is no doubt that training is
becoming more valued within work
organizations. But the clear value that
EAP supervisory training brings to indi-
vidual managers and the organization as
a whole goes well beyond an under-
standing of, and a feeling of comfort
with, the mechanics of making a super-
visory referral to the EAP. An EAP that
positions its supervisory consultation
and referral process within the larger
organizational context is better able to
not only demand supervisory training
time but also demonstrate the value of
that training on multiple levels.

With the worldwide labor market
tightening, and as the need to retain

employees and their institutional knowl-
edge grows more critical, it will become
more and more vital for organizations to
have effective strategies in place to help
address job performance dif[iculties.
Ensuring that managers, supervisors,
and shop stewards are familiar with,
understand the dimensions of, and are
prepared to fully engage the supervisory
referral process and the dynamic EAP
consultation process is not only a best
practice for the EAP, but for the larger
organization that it serves.

As always, we are interested in hear-
ing about your supervisory referral best
practices. Feel free to contact us at
bern.beidel@mail.house.gov and/or
kbrennan@4continuum.com. ■
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BUSINESS LEADERS LAUNCH
WORKPLACE CANCER INITIATIVE
Five pharmaceutical companies and the
American Cancer Society have become
the first work organizations to receive
accreditation for committing to help
their employees and families prevent
and fight cancer.

The accreditation, the CEO Cancer
Gold Standard, was developed by the
CEO Roundtable on Cancer, a group of
business leaders from diverse industries.
The roundtable was formed in 2001 by
Robert Ingram, former chief executive
and chairman of Glaxo Wellcome (now
GlaxoSmithKline), to bring the resources
of business executives to bear upon can-
cer and its impact on the workplace.

In April, the roundtable announced
that G1axoSmilhKline and four other
drug manufacturers plus the American
Cancer Society had become the first
work organizations to meet the accredi-
tation requirements of the Cancer Gold
Standard. The standard has three overall
goals: (1) promoting risk reduction, (2)
encouraging early detection, and (3)
ensuring access to the best available can-

Advertise in the

Jouv~v~~zl of

Em to eepv
Assistance

Contact
Marilyn Lowrance
(703) 538-5557
mldogs@cox.net
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ter treatment. As evidence of meeting
these goals, the roundtable looks at five
types of actions, which it calls "pillars"
of the standard:
• Offering free counseling and medi-

cines to help smokers quit;
• Encouraging healthier eating habits

and weight control;
• Promoting physical fitness;
• Ensuring access to early cancer

screening tests; and.
• Eliminating cost barriers for employ,-

ees with cancer to enter clinical trials.
The CEO Roundtable on Cancer

expects that as many as 20 other em-
ployers in a range of industries will
receive accreditation by the end of 2007.
For more information about the accredi-
tation process or the standard, visit
http://cancergoldstandard. org.

NEARLY HALF OF HOUSEHOLDS
FACE RETIREMENT SHORTFALL
Although many U.S. workers are confi-
dent of their financial prospects during
retirement, nearly half of households are
"at risk" of being unable to maintain
their pre-retirement standard of living,
according to recent research.

The annual Retirement Confidence
Survey, conducted by the nonprofit
Employee Benefit Research Institute,
found that more than 60 percent of
workers expect to receive income from
traditional pension plans, but only 40
percent are currently covered by them,
and many employers are eliminating
them. Overall, nearly a quarter of survey
participants said they are "very confi-
dent" they will have enough money to
live comfortably in retirement, while 44
percent—up from 40 percent last year—

said they are "somewhat confident"
about their reCirement finances.

Income and savings data suggest,
however, that workers may be overly
optimistic about their retirement pros-
pects. The National Retirement Risk
Index, developed by the Center for
Retirement Research at Boston College,
shows that 45 percent of working-age
households are "at risk" of failing to
maintain their pre-retirement standard
of living in retirement. Rising Social
Security retirement ages and declines in
traditional pensions are primarily to
blame for this predicament, as are longer
lifespans and low savings rates.

For more information about the
index, visit wwwbe.edu/crr/nrri.shtml.

CONCERN ABOUT JOB LOSS
TAKES POLL ON HEALTH
Workers who are uncertain whether

they will keep their jobs are more likely

to say their health is less than good or

excellent than workers who feel secure
in their jobs, according to two surveys of

more than 1,000 men and women con-

ducted three years apart.

Researchers at the University of

Michigan asked workers how likely they

felt they might lose their jobs; categoriz-

ing those who said "very likely" or

"somewhat likely" as insecure and those

who answered "not too likely" or "not at
all likely" as secure. Roughly one in four

workers were insecure about their jobs
in at least one of the two interviews.

Compared to those who felt secure

during both interviews, workers who
said they were insecure at both inter-

views were about twice as likely to

report their physical health was less than

Percentage of Households "At Risk" at Age 65

Income Group All Early Boomers Late Boomers Gen Xers
1946-54 1955-64 1965-72

All 43% 35% 44% 49%
Top third 36% 33% 35% 42%
Middle third 40% 28% 44% 46%
Bottom third 53% 45% 54% 60%

SOURCE: Boston University, Center for Retirement Research
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"very good" or "excellent." Other signifi-
cant findings include the following:
• Private sector workers were more

likely than public sector workers to
report feeling insecure.

• Black workers who were insecure at
both interviews were nearly three
times as likely as white workers to
report symptoms of depression.

• The health effects of chronic job
insecurity are at least as great as the
health effects of a serious or life-
threatening illness.
For more information about the

survey findings, visit wwwumich.edu.

WORK, MOTHERHOOD MAY
HELP KEEP WOMEN HEALTHY
Women who work, marry, and raise chil-

dren are less likely to report poor health

or become obese than their single or

childless counterparts or those who

remain at home, according to a study

of British women.

The study analyzed health data from

more than 2,000 women born in Eng-

land in 1946. The analysis included the
following information:
• Health information provided by the

women at ages 26 and 54 in response

to questionnaires;
• Measurements of the women's body

mass index, a method of calculating

obesity, taken at regular intervals; and
• Marital status, work history, and

number of children, recorded every'
decade from their mid-20s.
The researchers found that women

who had been homemakers most of

their lives were more likely to report
poor health, followed by single mothers
and childless women. Homemakers also
gained weight more quickly and were
most likely to be obese (38 percent),
while working mothers with steady rela-
tionships were least likely (23 percent).

The study authors say the findings
show that good health is the result, not
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the cause, of women adopting multiple

roles during their lives. The study is

published in the June issue of the Jounlul

of Epidemiology and Community Health.

MENTAL HEALTH COVERAGE NOT
COSTLY UNDER MANAGED CARE
An examination of data from health care
plans that provided generous benefits for
mental health and substance abuse serv-
ices found that the use and cost of such
services did not increase significantly,
provided the benefits were offered under
so-called managed care plans.

The study looked at seven health
plans covering government workers
from 1999 to 2002. Each of the plans
provided coverage for mental health and
substance abuse services comparable to
that for other health conditions, a con-
cept known as "parity." Researchers
found that the rates of spending on, and
use of, mental health and substance
abuse services rose during the three-year

transformation
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period, but no more so than in private
health plans offering minimal mental
health benefits.

In five of the seven government
health care plans, moreover, enrollees
saw their out-of-pocket costs for mental
health care services decrease, from $14
to $87 per year. Those five plans were
managed care plans rather than tradi-
tional fee-for-service plans.

The study provides ammunition for
advocates of parity, who say it would
eliminate the insurance industry's long-
standing bias against people with mental
illness. Insurance providers and business
groups strongly oppose parity require-
ments, saying they would increase insur-
ance premiums or force some employers
to reduce coverage for physical ailments.

The study is published in the March
30 New England Journal of Medicine.

ALTERED DUTIES, SUSPENSION
CONSTITUTE RETALIATION
Assigning a worker to less desirable
duties after she complained about a
supervisor's behavior and then suspend-

ing her after she alleged retaliation con-
stituted illegal retribution, according to a
ruling handed down in June by the U.S.
Supreme Court.

Sheila White had been a forklift
operator with Burlington Northern, the
second largest railroad in the United
States, when she complained in 1997
that her supervisor had repeatedly told
her that women should not be working
in the Maintenance of Way department
and had also made insulting and inap-,
propriate remarks to her in front of her
male colleagues. After an internal investi-
gation, Burlington suspended the super-
visor for 10 days and ordered him to
attend asexual-harassment training ses-
sion. At the same time, Burlington
removed White from forklift duty and
assigned her to standard track laborer
tasks, saying that a "more senior man"
should have the "less arduous and clean-
erjob" of forklift operator.

White filed a complaint with the
Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission claiming that the reassignment
of her duties amounted to gender-based

discriminaeion and retaliation for her
having complained about her supervisor.
Two months later, White and her imme-
diate supervisor had a disagreement that
resulted in her being charged with
insubordination and suspended without
pay. White invoked internal grievance
procedures that led Burlington to con-
clude she had not been insubordinate.
Burlington reinstated White to her posi-
tion and awarded her back pay for the
37 days she was suspended. White then
filed a retaliation charge with the EEOC
based on the suspension.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 forbids employment discrimination
against "any individual" based on that
individual's "race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin." A separate section of the
act—its anti-retaliation provision—for-
bids an employer from "discriminat[ing]
against" an employee or job applicant
because that individual "opposed any
practice" made unlawful by Title VII or
"made a charge, testified, assisted, or
participated in" a Title VII proceeding.

Burlington did not question that the
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motivation for its acts was retaliatory but
said a reassignment of job duties could
not constitute retaliation since both the
forklift and track laborer positions fell
within the same job description. The
Supreme Court ruled otherwise.

"Almost every job category involves
some responsibilities and duties that are
less desirable than others," wrote Justice
Stephen Breyer in the unanimous opin-
ion. "Common sense suggests that one
good way to discourage an employee
from bringing discrimination charges
would be to insist that she spend more
time performing the more arduous
duties and less time performing those
that are easier or more agreeable."

The court acknowledged that a
reassignment of job duties is not "auto-
matically actionable" and depends on
the circumstances of the particular case.
"But here," Breyer wrote, "the jury had
before it considerable evidence that the
track labor duties were by all accounts
more arduous and dirtier." ■
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ALLIANCE TO PROMOTE
STRATEGIES FOR HIRING AND
ENGAGING OLDER WORKERS
More than 2U industry associations and
membership organizations have joined
forces to develop and publicize strategies
for hiring and retaining older employees,
who will comprise one in three U.S.
workers by the year 2010 and thus will
be crucial to helping employers compete
successfully in the years ahead.

A report commissioned recently by
AARP (the American Association of
Retired Persons) revealed that competi-
tion for talent among U.S. companies is
likely to increase greatly as the "baby
boom" generation begins to reach tradi-
tional retirement age. Retaining experi-
enced workers will need to become a
core business strategy for employers, the
report argues, as will ensuring that these
workers acquire the skills demanded by
the changing workplace.

In response to the report's findings,
AARP joined with the Society for Human
Resource Management, the National

Federation of Independent Businesses,
the American Hospital Association, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and several
other industry and membership groups
to form the Alliance for an Experienced
Workforce. The Alliance has launched
a Website, wwwexperiencedwork-
force.org, on which it is posting news
and resources pertaining to workforce
trends; recruitment and retention strate-
gies, and other issues of interest to
employers and older workers. The
Alliance Website also features a promi-
nent link to AARP's Employer Resource
Center, a Website that lists the best
practices for hiring older workers and
making the most of their skills and
experience.

GUIDE RECOMMENDS BEST
PRACTICES FOR WORKPLACE
FIRST AID PROGRAMS
l he U.S. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has published a 28-page
booklet to help employers and employ-
ees develop and implement effective
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workplace first aid programs.
The booklet, Best Practices Guide:

Fundamentals of a Workplace First Aid

Program, discusses the goals and compo-

nents of a worlcsite first aid program and
the training requirements for program
staff. It stresses that management leader-

ship and employee involvement are
essential if a workplace first aid program

is to be effective. It also describes the

main steps work organizations must take
to launch and maintain such a program:

• Identify and assess workplace risk;
• Design a program that is specific to

the worksite and complies with

OSHA first aid requirements;
• Instruct all workers about the pro-

gram, including what to do if a co-
worker is injured or becomes ill; and

• Evaluate and modify the program to
keep it current, including regularly
assessing the first aid training course.

The guide is available free of charge

on OSHAs Website, wwwosha.gov

BRIEF PUBLICATIONS ADDRESS
CO-OCCURRING MENTAL AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DISORDERS
The U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental

Health Services Administration is pro-
ducing aseries of brief publications for

treatment professionals oi~ co-occurring
mental and substance abuse disorders,
which affect nearly 5 million Americans,
many of working age.

The publications will address the

disorders from a variety of perspectives,
including workforce issues, prevention,

early intervention, and monitoring. The

first three publications were released in

June; seven more will follow The titles
of the Cirst three are as follows;

• Overarching Principles to Address the
Needs of Persons with Co-Occurring
Duorders

• Definitions and Terms Relating to Co-
Occurring Disorders

• Screening, Assessment, and Treatment
Planning for Persons with Co-Occurring

Disorders

Copies of the publications are

available free by calling SAMHSAs

Clearinghouse at 1-800-729-6686 or

visiting wwwcoce.samhsa.gov ■
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